Newtglobal Telephonic Interview Questions:

1. Briefly explain about your self and your automation experience.
2. Explain your framework structure?
3. What is the use of POM?
4. Without page factory can we able call object repository?
5. You’re worked in which methodology?
6. What is backlog?
7. What is story point?
8. Assume you have 500 test cases to execute today itself. Can you able to do?
9. What are all the negative scenarios you wrote?
10. What is cucumber hooks?
11. What is data table?
12. In cucumber how you will keep base class?
13. What is stale state exception?
14. What are all the issues you faced in your project?
15. Have u got any appreciation from your client?
16. How will you take XPath if web element is dynamically changing??
17. How will you identify frames are available or not?
18. Assume one web page, on this page, there are many links available. I want to count how many links are there. How will u do?
19. How will u perform keyboard functions?
20. How will u identify the font colour and size?
21. What is the difference between concurrent hashmap and hash table?
22. What is static variable and dynamic variable?
23. What is meant by garbage collection?
24. What is the difference between iterator and list iterator?
25. What is meant by synchronization?
26. What is meant by upcasting and downcasting?

27. Can we able to give a class as a static?

28. What is the return type of println?